Key highlights include:

• Over 35,300 universities, colleges, schools of art and music, libraries, learned societies, research institutes, museums and art galleries, regulatory and representative bodies in 228 countries and territories worldwide.

• Details more than 233,000 staff and officials

• Details more than 28,400 publications

• Information on more than 600 international cultural, scientific and educational organizations

• Completely revised and updated throughout the year

• Covers every important library giving the number of volumes held and outstanding features of the collection

• Professors at major universities are listed by name, together with the subjects in which they specialize

• All entries provide: Name; address; telephone numbers, e-mail and internet addresses; principal personnel; activities and publications, where available

• Exceptional as a worldwide academic mailing list

“I can’t imagine why any library would not opt to give its users greater, enhanced access to valuable information via the web-based product. Highly recommended.”

– Reference Reviews

“...current, well indexed, and well edited – a valuable and unique reference classic. An online version complements the print edition and offers browse functions and frequent updates. Summing Up: Highly recommended.”

– Choice Reviews

“For users seeking a quick, easy-to-use, one-stop source for information on academic institutions located around the world, the online version of The World of Learning will prove to be popular and useful.”

– Booklist

For more information and to sign up for a FREE institutional trial, please contact your Routledge/Taylor & Francis sales representative, or visit www.worldoflearning.com

The International Guide to the Academic World
A guide to the world of higher education, listing global institutions of higher education and learning, and the people who work within them.